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Abstract— Glaucoma is a progressive eye disease that1

results in permanent vision loss, and the vertical cup to2

disc ratio (vCDR) in colour fundus images is essential in3

glaucoma screening and assessment. Previous fully super-4

vised Convolution Neural Networks can accurately segment5

the optic disc (OD) and optic cup (OC) from color fundus6

images, then calculate the vCDR offline. However, they7

rely on a large set of labeled masks for training, which8

is expensive and time-consuming to acquire. To address9

this, we propose a weakly and semi-supervised graph-10

based network that investigates geometric associations11

and domain knowledge between segmentation probability12

maps (PM), modified signed distance function representa-13

tions (mSDF ), and boundary region of interest characteris-14

tics (B-ROI) in three aspects. Firstly, we propose a novel15

Dual Adaptive Graph Convolutional Network (DAGCN) to16

reason the long-range features of the PM and the mSDF17

w.r.t. the regional uniformity. Secondly, we propose a dual18

consistency regularisation-based semi-supervised learn-19

ing paradigm. The regional consistency between the PM20

and the mSDF, and the marginal consistency between the21

derived B-ROI from each of them boost the proposed model22

due to the inherent geometric associations. Thirdly, we ex-23

ploit the task-specific domain knowledge via the oval shape24

of OD & OC, where a differentiable vCDR estimating layer25

is proposed. Furthermore, without additional annotations,26

the supervision on vCDR serves as weakly-supervisions27

for segmentation tasks. Experiments on six large-scale28

datasets demonstrate our model’s superior performance on29

OD & OC segmentation and vCDR estimation. The imple-30

mentation code is made available 1.31
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Index Terms— Weakly and Semi-supervised Learning, 32

Graph Convolutional Network, Optic Disc and Cup Segmen- 33

tation 34

I. INTRODUCTION 35

GLAUCOMATOUS damage to the optic nerve head can 36

be assessed on colour fundus images, by measuring the 37

relative size of the optic disc (OD) and the optic cup (OC) in 38

the vertical direction of the image [1]. Traditionally, a widely 39

adopted method is to calculate the vertical cup to disc ratio 40

(vCDR) [2]. Few method [3] directly regresses the vCDR val- 41

ues from fundus images, however, it leads to the difficulty and 42

uninterpretability in learning [1]. A common pipeline is to seg- 43

ment OD and OC regions respectively, after which the vCDR 44

is calculated by the ratio of vertical cup diameter divided by 45

vertical disc diameter. Consequently, accurate segmentation of 46

OD & OC is critical for the vCDR measurement, so as to 47

glaucoma assessment. Recently, numerous deep learning-based 48

segmentation models [1], [2], [4]–[10] have been proposed, 49

significantly improving the OD & OC segmentation accuracy. 50

However, most of them use a fully supervised paradigm, where 51

a large number of manual delineation labels by clinicians 52

or trained experts are required as the ground truth prior to 53

training the model. The manual annotations are also hugely 54

subjective, time-consuming, laborious, and costly. Solving 55

this problem depends on automated and precise segmentation 56

algorithms that can exploit a large number of unlabeled images 57

without the need for manual delineations. To this end, we 58

propose a newly designed weakly/semi-supervised learning 59

mechanism that is integrated with our proposed Dual Adaptive 60

Graph Convolutional Network (DAGCN). With the critical 61

novelty of exploiting the geometric associations and domain 62

knowledge, we demonstrate the framework’s effectiveness for 63

the segmentation of OD & OC and also glaucoma assessment 64

w.r.t vCDR estimation in colour fundus images. 65

Previous segmentation methods concentrated on learning the 66

intensity features of the input image; they would normally rely 67

on a single task such as dense probability map classification, 68

boundary localization, or signed distance function regression. 69

Despite human graders’ instinctive use of both image intensity 70

features and spatial relationships between object’s boundary 71

https://github.com/smallmax00/Dual_Adaptive_Graph_Reasoning
https://github.com/smallmax00/Dual_Adaptive_Graph_Reasoning
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Fig. 1. The overview of the proposed network, where three major
contributions such as DAGCN, dual consistency regularisation and
differential vCDR estimation are shown.

and region, they ignore the inherent geometric association72

between these learned representations, which are critical for73

improving segmentation performance [9], [11]. To be more74

precise, segmentation probability map (PM) features empha-75

size the global homogeneity of pixel-level semantics and76

contextual information at the object level. Local boundary77

characteristics, such as boundary region of interest (B-ROI),78

describe the spatial variations on both sides of the boundary79

contour. The signed distance function (SDF) representations80

emphasise the global geometry-aware signed distance w.r.t. the81

object contours. Notably, in this work, we propose a modified82

signed distance function (mSDF) that has similar attributes83

to the SDF but indicates more coherent signals at semantic84

level akin to PM. Intuitively, the geometric associations be-85

tween them appear to complement one another during model86

learning, such as regional and marginal consistency via spatial87

area and boundary uniformity, thereby improving segmenta-88

tion performance. To accomplish this, we propose a semi-89

supervised learning paradigm to construct dual consistency90

regularizations on both object’s region and boundary via the91

three aforementioned tasks. Additionally, we investigate how92

to accompany the feature complementary rationally between93

PM segmentation and mSDF regression tasks at semantic94

and spatial levels. For example, the proposed novel DAGCN95

leverages the advantage of the graph-based model’s long-range96

information propagation and cross-domain feature update ca-97

pabilities. Specifically, we adaptively construct the dual graph98

via initializing the adjacency matrix in a data-dependent way.99

The estimated vertex embeddings of mSDF and PM contribute100

to the dual adjacency matrices adaptively according to the geo-101

metric associations between them. We implement two matrices102

to quantify the distance and relations among different vertices103

so as to achieve adaptive graph construction and reasoning.104

On the other hand, previous OD & OC segmentation-based105

glaucoma assessment methods have chased high segmentation106

accuracy but overlooked the fact that the ultimate goal of such107

a learning pipeline is to estimate the vCDR to aid in glaucoma108

assessment. Undoubtedly, they also overlooked the potential109

supervision value of vCDR in OD & OC segmentation task.110

As a result, they wasted the underlying weak supervision111

label and required an offline post-processing step to calculate112

vCDR given the estimated diameters of the OD & OC. On the113

contrary, we exploit the domain-specific knowledge between114

the boundary and region in terms of the perimeter and area115

of an oval shape of OD & OC, where a differentiable vCDR 116

estimating layer is proposed for the end-to-end training. Thus, 117

our model does not need any offline post-process to generate 118

vCDR but gains more weakly-supervised guidance without 119

further annotations. A novel design like this ensures that the 120

proposed model learns the well-defined goal and gains more 121

supervision from the ground truth on both the region and 122

boundary of objects. The underlying geometric associations 123

between the region and boundary characteristics are usually 124

underestimated by approaches to segmenting biomedical im- 125

ages, despite human graders’ instinctive use of both domains. 126

This paper demonstrates how to rationally leverage geometric 127

knowledge and associations of OD & OC in terms of region 128

and boundary on several aspects, such as adaptive graph con- 129

struction and reasoning, semi-supervised consistency learning, 130

and differentiable weakly-supervised vCDR estimation. The 131

overview pipeline of our work is depicted in Fig. 1, please 132

refer to Fig. 2 for more details. In summary, this work makes 133

the following contributions: 134

• We proposed a dual adaptive graph convolutional net- 135

work (DAGCN) to reason the cross-domain segmentation 136

probability maps and modified signed distance function 137

representations. The information propagation and mes- 138

sage exchange w.r.t. geometric associations and semantic 139

context were exploited to learn a comprehensive graph 140

representation and adaptive structure. 141

• We proposed a dual consistency based paradigm on 142

region and boundary geometric associations in a semi- 143

supervised manner. The enforced consistency on regional 144

and marginal features leads the learned model to a 145

generalizable characteristic learning via leveraging a large 146

amount of unlabeled data. 147

• For the first time, we exploited the task-specific domain 148

knowledge in terms of perimeter and area of the oval- 149

shaped OD & OC, and propose to estimate the vCDR in 150

a differentiable way. Thus, without any further laborious 151

annotations, the supervision on vCDR serves as weakly- 152

supervised guidance on the accurate OD & OC region 153

and boundary segmentation. 154

• Extensive experiments on six large-scale datasets demon- 155

strate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art semi- 156

supervised approaches for segmentation of the optic disc 157

and optic cup, and estimation of vCDR for glaucoma 158

assessment in colour fundus images, respectively. Our 159

model performs consistently well in segmentation and 160

vCDR assessment, demonstrating its robustness and gen- 161

eralizability. 162

II. RELATED WORKS 163

A. Pixel-wise Medical Image Segmentation 164

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) has found widespread 165

use in the segmentation of medical images. Existing CNN- 166

based methods [6], [12]–[14] have considered segmentation 167

as a dense pixel classification task. For example, the classic 168

U-net [12] employs a skip-connection between the encoder and 169

decoder to minimize information loss; in recent years, it has 170

been used as a baseline model for medical image segmentation 171
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tasks. Recently, Gu et al. [14] proposed to capture high-level172

information while preserving spatial information on OD & OC173

segmentation task. However, due to the limited receptive field174

of standard CNN, dense atrous convolutions were incorporated175

[15] to enlarge the receptive regions for long-range context176

reasoning. Similarly, M-Net [2] requires multi-scale input and177

side-output mechanisms with deep supervision, to achieve178

multi-level receptive field fusion for aggregating long-range179

relationships. With the assistance of enhanced long-range rea-180

soning abilities, the aforementioned methods achieved promis-181

ing results in the OD & OC segmentation task. They are182

inefficient because stacking local cues does not always ac-183

curately represent long-range context relationships [9]. On the184

contrary, we benefit from the long-range information aggre-185

gating ability of the graph-based models to address this issue.186

On the other hand, in order to comprehend scenes or global187

contexts, these approaches must learn the object’s position,188

boundary, and category using high-level semantic awareness189

and regional location information [16]. They, however, are190

primarily concerned with learning image intensity features,191

thus lacking the consideration of regional position information192

at the pixel level [17]. As a result, object boundary predictions193

are inaccurate. Differently, we explicitly consider the boundary194

and region correlations and geometric associations via semi-195

supervised paradigms such as region and boundary consistency196

regularisation and via weakly-supervised paradigms such as197

differentiable vCDR estimation from the OD & OC region198

and boundary predictions.199

B. Geometry-aware Medical Image Segmentation200

It is well established that boundary knowledge is essential201

in acquiring geometric features in segmentation tasks. When it202

comes to medical image segmentation, the boundary accuracy203

is often more critical than that of the regional pixel-wise204

coverage [7], [10]. Recent methods, such as [7]–[10], [18]–205

[21], have explicitly or implicitly taken into account the206

geometry dependency between the regions and boundaries207

of an object of interest in OD & OC. Specifically, Zhang208

et al. proposed ET-Net [18] for OD & OC segmentation,209

where an edge attention mechanism is proposed to explicitly210

emphasise the object boundary during the feature learning.211

Meng et al. proposed an aggregated hybrid network [9] to212

jointly learn the relationship between region and boundary of213

OD & OC, conducting an accurate boundary localization. On214

the other hand, Luo et al. [20] and Xue et al. [21] adopted215

SDF to represent the target mask in segmentation tasks as it216

enables the network to learn a distance-aware representation217

w.r.t the object boundary, emphasising the spatial perception218

of the input images. Similarly, we proposed to learn a mSDF219

regression task in this work to exploit the geometry-aware220

feature learning. Also, it is integrated into the proposed dual221

consistency semi-supervised paradigm at the task level, leading222

to a coherent semantic and spatial information integration223

with PM segmentation task in the proposed graph-based224

model. The aforementioned methods all benefited from the225

incorporation of geometry information of objects’ boundary226

in the task of OD & OC segmentation tasks in a fully-227

supervised manner. In this work, we take another direction228

and exploit the geometric boundary information in a semi- 229

supervised manner. Specifically, we explored the boundary 230

consistency regularisation between the PM segmentation and 231

the mSDF regression in a semi-supervised way. Such boundary 232

consistency regularisation learning can boost our proposed 233

model to learn accurate OD & OC boundaries and leverage 234

geometric consistency with a large number of unlabeled data. 235

Other boundary-based methods [4], [11] integrate the region 236

and boundary geometry constraint into the loss function or 237

evaluation measurement. For example, Cheng et al. proposed 238

a Boundary Intersection-over-Union (BIoU) [11] evaluation 239

measurement, which quantifies boundary quality in segmen- 240

tation tasks. Wu, et al. [4] proposed an oval shape constraint- 241

based loss function to regularise the contour shape of the 242

predicted OD & OC during learning. Similarly, we exploited 243

the boundary and region relationship in terms of perimeter and 244

area of oval shape to estimate the vCDR in a differentiable 245

way. The underlying geometry association of the oval shape 246

of OD & OC was researched and specially designed in this 247

work. 248

C. Weakly and Semi-supervised Medical Image 249

Segmentation 250

By learning directly from a small set of labeled data and 251

a large set of unlabeled data, the semi-supervised learning 252

frameworks [20], [22], [23] achieved high-quality segmen- 253

tation results. Numerous semi-supervised methods [24]–[28] 254

have recently been developed that incorporate unlabeled data 255

through unsupervised consistency regularisation. In general, 256

there are majorly three different types of unsupervised con- 257

sistency regularisations. Firstly, they introduced data-level of 258

noises into the unlabeled samples and enforced consistency 259

between the model predictions on the original and perturbed 260

data [24], [29]. Secondly, the feature-level of perturbations 261

are added into various output branches, such as multi-output 262

channels [22], [27], or different levels of decoders [23], 263

[25], to enforce consistency between the model predictions 264

among different output branches. Thirdly, similar prediction 265

distributions on the entire unlabeled dataset can be simply 266

enforced using adversarial regularisation [26], [28], which 267

also belongs to the data-level of regularisation. However, on 268

the other hand, the consistency regularisation of task-level in 269

semi-supervised learning has rarely been explored, until very 270

recently in different computer vision tasks, such as crowd 271

counting [30], 3D object detection [31], and 3D medical 272

image segmentation [20]. To be more precise, various levels 273

of information from different task branches can complement 274

one another during training, whereas divergent focuses can 275

lead to inherent prediction perturbation [32]. For example, 276

[30], [20] and [31] all shared a similar idea that the dual 277

task’s outputs can be aligned into the same presentation 278

space, then an unsupervised loss is applied to regularise the 279

consistency. In this work, we also learn a dual-task level of 280

geometric consistency on the OD & OC segmentation. Apart 281

from that, we integrate the boundary quality into the task- 282

level of consistency regularisation. Specifically, we estimate 283

the boundary ROI mask from the PM segmentation and mSDF 284
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regress outputs, respectively. Then the supervised and unsu-285

pervised losses are applied to learn more accurate boundary286

segmentation results with the help of labeled and unlabeled287

data. Our ablation study results in Section V-A prove that such288

boundary regularisation can boost the boundary quality, which289

is essential in the medical image segmentation task.290

On the other hand, weakly supervised methods [33]–[35]291

segmented images using image-level of labels [36], bounding292

boxes [34], [37], points [38], scribbles [35], [39], or image-293

level tags [33] rather than the pixel-by-pixel annotation, which294

alleviates the burden of annotation. They all focus on the295

data-driven learning-based way of general coarse labels . For296

example, given the image-level labels, Wu et al. [33] proposed297

an attention mechanism on the top of the class activation maps298

[40] to improve 3D brain lesion localization. The estimated299

lesion regions and normal tissues were then used to train300

the 3D brain lesion segmentation network. Similarly, [39]301

proposed a framework for weakly supervised cell segmentation302

based on scribble-level annotations. They used a combination303

of pseudo-labeling and label filtering to generate reliable labels304

with weak supervision. The pseudo labels were improved305

by leveraging the predictors’ consistency over iterations. The306

aforementioned methods follow the same pipeline of gener-307

ating pseudo segmentation labels from coarse ground truth,308

then train the model with the pseudo labels. Differently, for309

the first time, we integrate the task-specific domain knowledge310

into the proposed weakly supervised paradigm, where the oval311

shape of the OD & OC is exploited in the segmentation task.312

Along with the estimated region and boundary predictions of313

OD & OC, we proposed a novel vCDR estimation layer in314

a differentiable way. As a result, our model can estimate the315

vCDR end-to-end on the basis of OD & OC segmentation.316

At the same time, the information gained from vCDR ground317

truth can weakly-supervise the segmentation process for both318

region and boundary of OD & OC.319

D. Graph Reasoning in Segmentation320

In recent years, graph-based models [9], [10], [41]–[44]321

have gained popularity for segmentation tasks due to their322

inherent ability to propagate information over long distances323

and update feature information. Yao et al. proposed a GNN324

network [45] to investigate the 3D geometrical relationship325

between vertices in conjunction with mesh representation in an326

organ segmentation task. With the nature of GNN, long-range327

shape information can be updated and passed among vertices328

to maintain a consistency constraint. Along the same lines,329

Voxel2mesh [46] learned a deformable mesh representation330

through GNN to propagate the voxel features along the edges331

of the graph model that had been created. Accordingly, a series332

of works [47]–[49] explored the surface-based segmentation333

pipeline because of the GNN models’ feature extraction ability334

on Non-Euclidean data. Similarly, Meng et al. proposed RBA-335

Net [7] and CABNet [8] to regress the OD & OC boundaries by336

aggregated CNN and GCN, which learns the long-range fea-337

tures and directly regresses vertex coordinates in a Cartesian338

system. The methods described above made use of a GNN339

to address the challenge of intra-domain long-range feature340

propagation because messages passing between graph nodes 341

have semantic and spatial characteristics that are similar to one 342

another. Contrary to this, our method treats extracted pixel- 343

level PM features and geometry-aware mSDF representations 344

as distinct graph nodes and employs GNN to learn their inter- 345

domain relationship. In particular, the geometric associations 346

between them are exploited. 347

Additionally, methods such as [7], [8], [42]–[46] use Lapla- 348

cian smoothing-based graph convolution [50], provide specific 349

benefits in the sense of global long range information reason- 350

ing. They estimated the initial graph structure from a data- 351

independent Laplacian matrix defined by randomly initialised 352

adjacency matrix [41], [43]–[46] or hand-crafted adjacency 353

matrix [7], [8], [42], [50]. However, one may make a model 354

to learn a specific long range context pattern [10], [51], which 355

is less related to the input features, thus we regard them as 356

data-independent non-adaptive graph convolution. Differently, 357

as seen in previous works that the graph structure can be 358

estimated with the similarity matrix from the input data [51], 359

[52], we estimate the initial adjacency matrix in a data- 360

dependent way. The constructed dual graph in this work 361

has two distinct structures by adaptively learned from the 362

input features of PM and mSDF features. In this way, our 363

model is capable of adaptively learning an input-related long- 364

range context pattern, which improves the model segmentation 365

performance; please read Ablation Study (Section V-A) for 366

more details. 367

III. METHODS 368

A. Dual Adaptive Graph Convolutional Network 369

1) Graph Node Initialisation: A backbone network is used to 370

extract the multi-level features. The deep- and shallow-layer 371

features from different levels complement one another. For 372

example, deep-layer features contain extensive semantic region 373

information, while shallow-layer features retain sufficient spa- 374

tial boundary information. Thus, for initializing the dual graph 375

vertices, we used the feature aggregation module that is similar 376

to our previous work [10] on relative deep-level and low-level 377

features. As a result, following the feature aggregation module, 378

the output feature maps for PM (Rpm) and mSDF (RmSDF ) 379

have the same sizes of 64 × 64 × 2. We then referred them 380

to as the initialised PM node embeddings and mSDF node 381

embeddings, respectively. 382

2) Classic Graph Convolution: We first revisit the classic 383

graph convolution and their graph construction process w.r.t 384

the adjacency matrix. Given a graph G = (V, E), the normalised 385

Laplacian matrix is defined as L = I −D− 1
2AD−

1
2 , where I 386

is the identity matrix, A is the adjacency matrix, and D is a 387

diagonal matrix that represents each vertex’s degree in V , such 388

that Dii =
∑
j Ai,j . The Laplacian of the graph is a positive 389

semi-definite symmetric matrix, so L can be diagonalised by 390

the Fourier basis U ∈ RN×N , such that L = UΛUT . Thus, 391

the spectral graph convolution of i and j can be defined 392

as i ∗ j = U((UT i) � (UT j)) in the Fourier space. The 393

columns of U are the orthogonal eigenvectors U = [u1, ..., un], 394

and Λ = diag([λ1, ..., λn]) ∈ RN×N is a diagonal matrix 395

with eigenvalues that are not negative. Due to the fact that 396
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed DAGCN model (best viewed in color). OPM and OmSDF both have two channels to represent the output of OC
and OD and we overlapped them for better visualisation. LPM

O , LmSDF
O , LB are the supervised PM, mSDF and B-ROI loss functions; LvCDR

is the weakly-supervised vCDR loss for OD & OC segmentation; LRu and LBu are the unsupervised region and B-ROI consistency losses.

U is not a sparse matrix, this operation is computationally397

inefficient. To solve this, it was proposed that the convolution398

operation on a graph can be defined by formulating spectral399

filtering [53] with a kernel gθ using a recursive Chebyshev400

polynomial in Fourier space. The filter gθ is parameterized in401

terms of an order K Chebyshev polynomial expansion, such402

that gθ(L) =
∑
k θkTk(L̂), where θ ∈ RK is a vector of403

Chebyshev coefficients, and L̂ = 2L/λmax−IN represents the404

rescaled Laplacian. Tk ∈ RN×N is the Chebyshev polynomial405

of order K. In [50], Kipf et al. further simplified the graph406

convolution as gθ = θ(D̂−
1
2 ÂD̂−

1
2 ), where Â = A + I ,407

D̂ii =
∑
j Âij , and θ is the only Chebyshev coefficient left.408

The corresponding graph Laplacian adjacency matrix Â is409

hand-crafted, which leads the model to learn a specific long410

range context pattern rather than the input-related one [51].411

As a result, we refer to the classic graph convolution as data-412

independent non-adaptive graph convolution.413

3) Dual Adaptive Graph Convolution: This section adopts414

the similar graph structure w.r.t adjacency matrix from our415

previous works [10]. We extend it into a dual adaptive graph,416

perfectly fitting the proposed semi-supervised paradigm with417

dual consistency regularisation. Given the initialised PM nodes418

Rpm ∈ RN×C and mSDF nodes RmSDF ∈ RN×C , we419

construct the input-dependent adaptive adjacency matrix for420

the dual adaptive graph (Gpm and GmSDF ), where C is the421

channel size; N = H×W is the number of spatial locations of422

input feature, which is referred to as the number of vertexes.423

We illustrate Gpm as an example and elaborate the graph
construction process as below. Firstly, we implement two
matrices (Λ̃c and Λ̃s) to perform channel-wise attention on
the dot-product distance between input vertex embeddings
and to quantify spatially weighted relations between different
vertices, respectively. For example, Λ̃c(Rpm) ∈ RC×C is the
matrix containing channel-specific information about the dot-
product distance of the input vertex embeddings.; Λ̃s(Rpm) ∈

RN×N is a spatially weighted matrix that quantifies the
relationships between different vertices.

Λ̃c(Rpm) =
(
MLP

(
Poolc(Rpm)

))T

·
(
MLP

(
Poolc(Rpm)

))
,

(1)
where Poolc(·) denotes the global max pooling for each vertex
embedding; MLP (·) is a multi-layer perceptron with one
hidden layer. On the other hand,

Λ̃s(Rpm) =
(
Conv

(
Pools(Rpm)

))
·
(
Conv

(
Pools(Rpm)

))T

,

(2)
where Pools(·) represents the global max pooling for each
position in the vertex embedding along the channel axis;
Conv(·) is a 1 × 1 convolution layer. In this way, the data-
dependent adaptive adjacency matrix Ā is given by spatial
and channel attention-enhanced input vertex embeddings. We
initialise the input-dependent adaptive adjacency matrix Ā as:

Ā = ψ(Rpm,Wψ) · Λ̃c(Rpm) · ψ(Rpm,Wψ)T+

φ(Rpm,Wφ) · φ(Rpm,Wφ)T � Λ̃s(Rpm),
(3)

where · represents matrix product; � denotes Hadamard prod-
uct; ψ(Rpm,Wψ) ∈ RN×C and φ(Rpm,Wφ) ∈ RN×C are
both linear embeddings (1 × 1 convolution); Wψ and Wφ are
learnable parameters. Secondly, we exploit the geometric asso-
ciation between PM and mSDF through integrating mSDF into
the built Laplacian matrix L̃, which allows us to adaptively
built the graph according to their own constraints. Specifically,
we fuse it into the spatial-wise weighted matrix Λ̃s(Rpm). The
geometry-aware spatial weighted matrix Λ̃sg(Rpm, RmSDF ) is
given as follows:

Λ̃sg(Rpm, BmSDF ) = Conv
(
Pools(Rpm)

)
·(

Conv
(
Pools(Rpm +RmSDF )

))T (4)
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where Conv(·) is a 1 × 1 convolution layer. In this way, the
semantic features of the object’s foreground are emphasized
by geometry-aware features of mSDF. As this is the case,
the proposed adaptive graph convolution can take the spatial
characteristics into account when reasoning the correlations
between different regions. Then, the geometry-aware input-
dependent adjacency matrix Ã will be given as:

Ã = ψ(Rpm,Wψ) · Λ̃c(Rpm) · ψ(Rpm,Wψ)T+

ζ(Rpm,Wζ) · ζ(Rpm,Wζ)
T � Λ̃sg(Rpm, RmSDF ),

(5)

where ζ(Rs,Wζ) ∈ RN×C is 1 × 1 convolution; Wζ is
learnable parameter. With the constructed Ã, the normalised
Laplacian matrix is given as L̃ = I− D̃− 1

2 ÃD̃−
1
2 , where I is

the identity matrix, D̃ is a diagonal matrix that represents the
degree of each vertex, such that D̃ii =

∑
j Ãi,j . We calculated

degree matrix D̃ with the same way that is used in [10], [51],
to override the computation overhead. Given computed L̃, with
RPM as the input vertex embeddings, we formulate the single-
layer DAGConv as :

Y = σ(L̃ ·Rpm ·WG) +Rpm, (6)

where WG ∈ RC×C denotes the trainable weights of the424

DAGConv; σ is the ReLu activation function; Y is the output425

vertex features. Moreover, we add a residual connection to426

reserve the features of input vertices.427

Please note that the graph construction and convolution pro-428

cess of GmSDF is similar to Gpm, where the only difference429

is to replace RPM to RmSDF or reverse the position of RPM430

and RmSDF , from Eq. 1 to Eq. 6. In that case, the semantic431

features of PM is adaptively integrated into the geometry-432

aware mSDF during the graph construction of GmSDF . As a433

result, the proposed DAGCN consists of two adaptive graphs434

(Gpm and GmSDF ), to reason the pixel-wise PM features435

and geometry-aware mSDF representations respectively and436

concurrently, with the benefits of their underlying geometric437

associations.438

After the DAGConv (Eq. 6) in graph Gpm and graph439

GmSDF , we apply bilinear up-sampling layers to scale the440

feature map in dual graph to the same size as input image.441

Then the Sigmoid and Tanh activation function are used to442

generate the PM output (OPM ) and mSDF output (OmSDF )443

respectively. We then apply Dice loss (LPMO ) and MSE loss444

(LmSDFO ) on OPM and OmSDF respectively for all of the445

labeled input data, to supervise the dual regional predictions.446

B. Dual Consistency Regularisation of Semi-supervised447

Manner448

1) Modified Signed Distance Function (mSDF): Given OPM

and OmSDF , we explore the geometric association between
them and build the unsupervised dual consistency regulari-
sation losses via two differentiable transformation layers (ξr
and τ ). As mentioned above, various levels of information
from different task branches can complement one another
during training, whereas divergent focuses can lead to inherent
prediction perturbation. The dual consistency regularisation
imposes the regional and marginal consistency in the task level

in a semi-supervised manner. Given a target object (OD or
OC), the mSDF is defined as:

mSDF (x) =


1, x ∈ Bin
0, x ∈ ∆B

−inf
y∈∆B

||x− y||2, x ∈ Bout
(7)

where ||x−y||2 represent the Euclidean distance between pixel 449

x and y. Besides, Bout, Bin and ∆B denote the outside, inside, 450

and boundary of the object, respectively. In other words, the 451

absolute value of mSDF (x) represents the distance between 452

the point and the nearest point on the object’s boundary, 453

whereas the sign indicates whether the point is inside or 454

outside the object. In this way, dual tasks can acquire the 455

coherent semantic features, meanwhile the mSDF regression 456

task benefits from the distance-aware spatial information su- 457

pervision. 458

2) Regional Consistency: As for region-wise consistency,
similar to [20], [21], [30], we propose a transformation layer
to convert the OmSDF to OPM in a differentiable way. To be
precise, the region-wise transformation layer ξr is defined as:

ξr(z) = 2 ∗ Sigmoid(K ·ReLu(z))− 1, (8)

where z denotes the mSDF value at pixel x; K is a very 459

large value; Sigmoid and ReLu are the non-linear activation 460

functions. The larger K value indicates a closer approximation, 461

and it is adopted as 5000 in this work. With Eq. 8, we can 462

obtain the transformed segmentation maps OPMT , for example, 463

OPMT = ξr(O
mSDF ). For all of the unlabeled input, we apply 464

a Dice loss (LRu ) between OPM and OPMT to enforce the 465

unsupervised regional consistency regularisation. 466

3) Marginal Consistency: We derive the spatial gradient of
OPM and OmSDF as the estimated contours concerning the
boundary-wise consistency. Previous studies [9], [11] have
proven that such narrow contours with a width of one pixel
are challenging to optimize due to the highly unbalanced
foreground and background, resulting in weakened consistency
regularisations. Rather than focusing exclusively on the thin
contour locations, we consider the ROI within a certain
distance (boundary width) of the corresponding estimated
contours. A simple yet efficient B-ROI detection layer (τ )
is proposed for OPM and OmSDF . For example, τPM and
τmSDF are defined as :

τPM = OPM +Maxpooling2D(−OPM ), (9)

τmSDF = ξr(O
mSDF ) +Maxpooling2D

(
− ξr(OmSDF )

)
,

(10)
It is worth noting that the output width of τ can be determined 467

by varying the kernel size, stride, and padding value of 468

the Maxpooling2D operation. We empirically set the output 469

boundary width of τPM and τmSDF to 4 pixels in this work. 470

After τPM and τmSDF , we refer to such B-ROI of OPM and 471

OmSDF as BPM and BmSDF , respectively. Ideally, BPM 472

and BmSDF should be close enough to one another. Thus, 473

a Dice loss (LBu ) between BPM and BmSDF is applied to 474

enforce the unsupervised marginal consistency regularisation 475

of unlabeled data. Meanwhile, we apply a Dice loss (LB) 476
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on both BPM and BmSDF to supervise the dual boundary477

predictions of labeled data.478

C. Differentiable vCDR estimation of Weakly Supervised479

Manner480

Because the shapes of OD & OC are oval-like [1], previous
methods resort to offline post-process the segmentation predic-
tions with ellipse fitting to improve the segmentation accuracy
[2], or to calculate vCDR using the approximated diameters
of the OD & OC in the long axis [7]–[9]. However, they only
use vCDR as an evaluation tool for glaucoma assessment but
overlook the underlying supervision value of it in OD & OC
segmentation task. Additionally, in the real world setting of
clinical ophthalmology and ophthalmic image reading centres,
clinicians and graders prefer to calculate the vCDR value with
manually measured diameters of the OD & OC on the long
axis, rather than to delineate the contour of OD & OC then
calculating the vCDR, to save time. This results in a large
number of labeled data with vCDR scalars; however, they have
not been exploited in the computer vision community yet. For
example, one of the datasets we used in this work (UKBB)
contains 117832 images with vCDR ground truth labeled. To
address this issue, we take advantage of the specific domain
knowledge between the boundary and region in terms of the
perimeter and area of an oval-like shape to approximate the
vCDR in a differentiable way. To be precise, the vCDR is
defined as the ratio of dividing the measured diameters of the
cup by disc in the long axis. While such ratio can also be
estimated given the size of perimeter and the area of OD and
OC. According to the Euler’s Method [54], the area (Ao) and
perimeter (Po) of the oval shape are defined as:

Ao = π · a · b, (11)

Po = π ·
√

2(a2 + b2). (12)

where a and b denote the semi-axis of the long and short
axis of oval shape, respectively. We approximate Ao with the
summed pixel value of OPM , which can be regarded as the
area of oval shape in pixel level. Furthermore, we derive the
spatial gradient of OPM via the B-ROI detection layer (τPM ),
to detect the boundary (bpm) with width = 1. Then the summed
pixel values of bpm is approximately regarded as Po. With Eq.
11 and Eq. 12, we can approximate a with Ao and Po, such
as:

a =

√
(Po)2 +

√
(4πAo + (Po)2) · |(4πAo − (Po)2))|

4π2
),

(13)
where |·| is used to prevent sqrt from returning a negative
value during the initial learning period. Given Eq. 13, we can
calculate the OD long semi-axis (aOD) and the OC long semi-
axis (aOC) with the respective Po and Ao. Then, the vCDR
estimation layer ζ can be defined as:

ζ(vCDR) =
aOC + e−6

aOD + e−6
, (14)

where, e−6 is added to avoid dividing by zero errors. Given the481

prediction of vCDR, we apply a MSE loss (LvCDR) between482

Input            GT            MT       UAMT      UDCNet    DTCNet      Ours

Fig. 3. Qualitative results of OD & OC segmentation in the SEG test
dataset. We compare our model with MT [29], UAMT [24], UDCNet [23]
and DTCNet [20]. Our method can produce more accurate segmen-
tation results when compared with the ground truth (GT ). Note that we
plot the boundary of the segmentation mask on the input image to better
visualise the segmentation comparison.

the prediction and ground truth to fully-supervise the vCDR 483

estimation and weakly-supervise the OD & OC segmentation. 484

IV. EXPERIMENTS 485

A. Datasets 486

SEG dataset: following the previous methods [9], [10], 487

we pooled 2,068 images from five public available datasets 488

(Refuge [1], Drishti-GS [56], ORIGA [57], RIGA [58], RIM- 489

ONE [59]). These five datasets provide the fundus images and 490

the ground truth masks, then we generate the corresponding 491

ground truth of OmSDF , BPM , BmSDF and vCDR with Eq. 492

7, 9, 10 and 14. Following the previous methods [9], [10], 493

613 fundus images were randomly selected as the test dataset, 494

leaving the other 1,315 images for training and 140 images 495

for validation. 496

UKBB dataset: The UK Biobank 2 is a large-scale population- 497

based biomedical database and research resource that contains 498

detailed health information on half a million participants 499

from the United Kingdom. Retinal colour photographs were 500

acquired in a subset of participants were scanned using the 501

TOPCON 3D OCT 1000 Mk2 camera (Topcon Inc, Japan). 502

The color fundus photographs have been graded for various 503

eye diseases by NetwORC UK, a network of three UK Oph- 504

thalmic Reading Centers (Moorfields, QUB, and Liverpool) to 505

support further scientific research on this invaluable dataset. 506

First and foremost, the accredited graders evaluated the image 507

quality to determine whether it is sufficient for measuring the 508

vCDR. Then vCDR is calculated by dividing the measured 509

diameter of the cup by the measured diameter of the disc in 510

the long-axis or vertical direction. There are 117,832 fundus 511

images with vCDR scalars are available, of which 38,421 512

are randomly selected as the weakly/semi-supervised training 513

dataset, and the rest 79,411 are used as the test datasets. 514

2https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/
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TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE SEGMENTATION RESULTS OF OD & OC AND GLAUCOMA ASSESSMENT ON SEG TESTING DATASETS. THE PERFORMANCE IS

REPORTED AS Dice (%), BIoU (%), MAE, AND Corr. 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ARE PRESENTED IN THE BRACKETS, RESPECTIVELY. WE

COMPARE OUR MODEL WITH PREVIOUS FULLY-SUPERVISED STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS BY RUNNING THEIR OPEN-SOURCE CODE. THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMPARED SEMI-SUPERVISED STATE-OF-THE-ART WORKS IS MAINLY BASED ON AN OPEN-SOURCE CODEBASE [55].

Methods SEG (OC) SEG (OD) SEG (vCDR) UKBB (vCDR)
Dice (%)↑ BIoU(%)↑ Dice (%)↑ BIoU(%)↑ MAE ↓ Corr ↑ MAE ↓ Corr ↑

U-Net [12] 85.3
(82.1, 86.8)

80.1
(77.6, 82.4)

95.0
(93.1, 97.1)

86.2
(84.1, 88.3)

0.089
(0.079, 0.095)

0.685
(0.643, 0.713)

0.150
(0.140, 0.158)

0.301
(0.275, 0.329)

M-Net [2] 86.9
(85.0, 88.0)

82.9
(79.5, 84.7)

96.8
(95.5, 97.6)

88.1
(87.0, 89.3)

0.064
(0.051, 0.073)

0.707
(0.668, 0.741)

0.128
(0.119, 0.140)

0.365
(0.337, 0.390)

GRBNet [9] 89.4
(87.6, 90.8)

85.1
(83.3, 86.8)

97.7
(97.0, 98.7)

91.1
(90.2, 92.0)

0.056
(0.043, 0.067)

0.750
(0.739, 0.764)

0.118
(0.094, 0.134)

0.398
(0.371, 0.415)

RBA-Net [7] 87.8
(85.2, 89.7)

83.8
(81.6, 85.9)

96.1
(95.5, 96.7)

88.9
(88.0, 89.2)

0.062
(0.051, 0.073)

0.713
(0.690, 0.734 )

0.126
(0.109, 0.142)

0.369
(0.350, 0.373)

MT [29] 84.1
(81.8, 85.7)

78.2
(77.0, 79.6)

94.3
(94.0, 94.7)

86.5
(85.0, 87.3)

0.091
(0.080, 0.099)

0.683
(0.641, 0.701)

0.145
(0.139, 0.150)

0.307
(0.276, 0.340)

UAMT [24] 85.3
(82.8, 86.9)

80.2
(79.0, 81.7)

95.2
(94.7, 95.6)

86.4
(85.1, 87.7)

0.075
(0.063, 0.081)

0.692
(0.642, 0.723)

0.134
(0.127, 0.139)

0.339
(0.301, 0.361)

URPC [22] 86.1
(83.1, 87.2)

81.2
(79.6, 82.0)

96.0
(95.4, 96.3)

87.3
(85.0, 87.9)

0.067
(0.059, 0.073)

0.701
(0.659, 0.742)

0.126
(0.121, 0.135)

0.361
(0.337, 0.382)

DTCNet [20] 86.1
(83.0, 87.4)

81.1
(79.5, 82.8)

96.1
(95.3, 96.4)

87.0
(85.2, 87.8)

0.065
(0.060, 0.072)

0.703
(0.661, 0.739)

0.126
(0.120, 0.137)

0.364
(0.339, 0.389)

UDCNet [23] 86.2
(83.3, 87.1)

81.4
(79.6, 83.0)

96.2
(95.7, 96.5)

87.1
(85.6, 87.9)

0.067
(0.059, 0.071)

0.714
(0.663, 0.742)

0.127
(0.119, 0.135)

0.389
(0.365, 0.412)

SASSNet [26] 85.8
(82.1, 87.3)

80.6
(78.2, 82.9)

95.7
(94.1, 96.5)

86.5
(85.4, 87.6)

0.070
(0.061, 0.079)

0.695
(0.633, 0.741)

0.139
(0.118, 0.153)

0.340
(0.313, 0.368 )

Ours (Semi-100%) 90.3
(89.6, 90.8)

87.6
(83.6, 90.8)

98.4
(98.4, 98.5)

93.3
(92.1, 94.9)

0.037
(0.035, 0.041)

0.894
(0.863, 0.918)

0.075
(0.073, 0.078)

0.558
(0.514, 0.583)

Ours (Semi) 88.2
(87.5, 88.9)

84.1
(81.0, 87.6)

97.6
(97.5, 97.8)

89.9
(88.8, 90.7)

0.047
(0.044, 0.051)

0.848
(0.809, 0.879)

0.097
(0.094, 0.099)

0.463
(0.447, 0.480)

Input            GT            GT         GT           Pred           Pred          Pred
                    (PM)      (mSDF)       (BPM)          (PM)         (mSDF)       (BPM)

Fig. 4. Figure shows comparison between our model’s prediction and
the ground truth of the SEG test dataset. Our model produces consistent
region and boundary predictions compared with the ground truth (GT ).

B. Experimental Setting and Evaluation Metrics515

We cropped the image of 256 × 256 pixels with the same
way of [7], [9], [10]. To avoid over-fitting, we adopt the on-
the-fly data augmentation strategy. Specifically, we randomly
rotated and flipped the training dataset with a probability
of 0.5. The rotation ranges from −20 to 20 degrees. We
use stochastic gradient descent with a momentum of 0.9 to
optimize the overall parameters. We trained the model 10000
iterations for all the experiments, with a learning rate of
1e-2 and a step decay rate of 0.999 every 100 iterations.
The batch size was set as 56, consisting of 28 labeled and
28 unlabeled images. A backbone network [60] is used for
ours and all the compared methods. The network was trained

end-to-end; all the training processes were performed on a
server with four GEFORCE RTX 3090 24GiB GPUs, and all
the test experiments were conducted on a workstation with
Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2104 CPU and Geforce RTX 2080Ti GPU
with 11GB memory. We use the output of the PM as the
segmentation result. A fixed threshold of 0.5 is employed
to obtain a binary mask from the probability map. Given
the previously discussed loss function terms, we defined the
overall loss function as:

Loss = LPMO + LmSDFO + LB + β ∗ (LRu + LBu + LvCDR)
(15)

where β is adopted from [61] as the time-dependent Gaus- 516

sian ramp-up weighting coefficient to trade-off between the 517

supervised loss, unsupervised loss and weakly-supervised loss. 518

This avoids the network getting stuck in a degenerate solution 519

during the initial training period. Because no meaningful pre- 520

diction of the unlabeled data, as well as vCDR, are obtained. 521

We report Dice similarity score (Dice) as the region 522

segmentation accuracy metrics; Boundary Intersection-over- 523

Union (BIoU) [11] as the boundary segmentation metric; and 524

Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Pearson’s correlation coefficients 525

[62] (Corr) as the vCDR estimation metric. 95% confidence 526

intervals were generated by using 2000 sample bootstrapping. 527

Note that the Pearson’s correlation coefficients [62] are used 528

to measure the linear association. 529

C. Performance Comparison and Analysis 530

In this section, we show qualitative (Fig. 3, Fig. 4) and 531

quantitative (TABLE. I) results of the OD & OC segmentation 532

and glaucoma assessment tasks. 533
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OD & OC Segmentation Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate qualitative534

comparison with other semi-supervised methods on SEG test535

dataset. TABLE. I shows the quantitative performance of Ours536

and other methods under fully-supervised and semi-supervised537

manner, respectively. Specifically in TABLE. I, we present538

the results of fully-supervised methods on the upper half part,539

and the rest are semi-supervised methods. All of the fully-540

supervised methods are trained with 100% of the labeled541

SEG training dataset, and all of the semi-supervised methods542

are trained with 5% of SEG training dataset and 100 % of543

UKBB training dataset. In order to conduct complementary544

experiments, we trained our model with 100 % SEG and 100545

% UKBB training data to fully utilise the available labeled and546

unlabeled data (Ours (Semi-100%)). More experimental results547

for the data utilization efficiency can be found in Section V-A.548

With only 5 % labeled segmentation training data, Ours549

(Semi) obtains an average 92.9 % Dice on OC and OD seg-550

mentation, outperforms data-level consistency regularisation551

based methods MT [29], UAMT [24] by 4.2 % and 2.9 %,552

outperforms feature-level regularisation based methods URPC553

[22] and UDCNet [23] by 2.0 % and 1.9 %, and outperforms554

adversarial regularisation based method SASSNet [26] by 2.3555

%. On the other hand, with sufficient labeled and unlabeled556

data, Ours (Semi-100%) achieves the best performance of aver-557

aged 94.4 % Dice on OD & OC segmentation, outperforming558

previous fully-supervised cutting-edge methods, such as M-559

Net, RBA-Net and GRBNet [9] by 2.7 %, 2.6% and 0.9 %.560

Clinical Evaluation: Glaucoma Assessment TABLE. I il-561

lustrates the vCDR evaluation results on SEG and UKBB test562

dataset respectively. The UKBB (vCDR) has 79411 images,563

which is much larger than SEG (vCDR) (619 images). The564

performance on UKBB (vCDR) can reflect more realistic565

situation in the real-world w.r.t data distribution. Specifically,566

Ours (semi) achieved the best performance of 0.097 MAE567

and 0.463 Corr, which outperforms DTCNet [20] by 23.0568

% and 53.3 %. Please note that, we utilised 38421 images569

of UKBB training dataset for weakly-supervised OD & OC570

segmentation. However, they also serve as fully supervision for571

vCDR estimation. Additionally, the direct vCDR regression-572

based method [3] with all UKBB train data achieves 0.074573

MAE but only 0.240 Corr on the UKBB test data. Because574

the distribution of glaucoma patients and normal controls are575

unbalanced, thus such regression model tends to predict closer576

to the majority of the distribution.577

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION578

A. Ablation Study579

We conducted detailed ablation studies with 5 % SEG580

training data and 100 % UKBB training data, and all the results581

demonstrate our model’s effectiveness. As an illustration,582

the ablation results for different graph reasoning modules,583

weakly/semi-supervisions, and the efficiency analysis of data584

utilization are shown in TABLE. IV, TABLE. V and Fig. 5.585

Graph Reasoning In this section, we assess the efficacy of the586

proposed DAGCN. Notably, we maintain the same dual graph587

structure while experimenting with various graph construction588

methods (via adjacency matrix) and graph convolutions. To be-589

gin, we use the classic graph convolution [50] to reason about590

TABLE II
ABLATION STUDY ON GRAPH CONVOLUTIONS. THE PERFORMANCE IS

REPORTED AS Dice (%), BIoU (%), MAE AND Corr ON TWO TEST

DATASETS. THE BEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD.

Methods
SEG (OC) SEG (OD) UKBB (vCDR)

Dice BIoU Dice BIoU MAE Corr
(%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ ↓ ↑

Classic GCN [50] 85.9 80.4 95.7 85.9 0.149 0.323
w/ Channel 86.8 82.8 95.8 86.8 0.121 0.349
w/ Spatial 87.1 83.0 96.0 87.1 0.109 0.407
w/ Both 87.6 83.4 96.6 87.8 0.108 0.411

w/ SGR [42] 87.2 83.6 96.5 87.7 0.105 0.430
w/ DualGCN [43] 87.5 83.7 96.6 88.1 0.104 0.427

w/ GloRe [44] 87.4 83.6 96.7 88.4 0.106 0.429
Ours (Semi) 88.2 84.1 97.6 89.9 0.097 0.463

TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY ON WEAKLY/SEMI-SUPERVISIONS. THE

PERFORMANCE IS REPORTED AS Dice (%), BIoU (%), MAE AND Corr
ON TWO TEST DATASETS. THE BEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN

BOLD.

Methods
SEG (OC) SEG (OD) UKBB (vCDR)

Dice BIoU Dice BIoU MAE Corr
(%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ ↓ ↑

w/o LRu 86.1 80.9 96.3 86.9 0.146 0.326
w/o LBu 86.5 81.7 96.5 87.4 0.131 0.345
w/ Both 86.8 82.6 96.8 88.4 0.123 0.348

w/ LvCDR 87.1 82.9 96.7 88.8 0.108 0.415
w/ LBu+LvCDR 87.3 83.3 96.9 88.9 0.106 0.434
w/ LRu+LvCDR 87.4 83.2 97.1 89.1 0.102 0.443
Ours (Label-only) 80.5 70.7 91.6 75.8 0.628 0.118

Ours (Semi) 88.2 84.1 97.6 89.9 0.097 0.463

the relationships between the PM and the mSDF, respectively. 591

Then, we investigate input-dependent graph convolutions in 592

terms of channel attention (w/ Channel) and spatial attention 593

(w/ Spatial) mechanisms, both separately and concurrently (w/ 594

Both). Additionally, we adopt three more powerful graph rea- 595

soning modules to demonstrate the superiority of our proposed 596

DAGCN. In particular, we use the SGR [42], DualGCN [43], 597

and GloRe module [44] respectively. In detail, the SR module 598

exploits knowledge graph mechanism; DualGCN investigates 599

the coordinate space and feature space graph convolution; 600

and GloRe leverage projection and re-projection mechanism to 601

reason the semantics between different regions. Note that the 602

methods mentioned above belong to single graph reasoning; 603

thus, we build two separate graphs for PM segmentation and 604

mSDF regression individually, where there are no associations 605

or geometric associations between the dual graph. Tab. IV 606

shows that our model achieves more accurate and reliable 607

results than [50] and outperforms the SGR [42], DualGCN 608

[43], and GloRe [44] by 1.1 %, 0.9 % and 0.9 % mean Dice 609

on the SEG test datasets. 610

Weakly/Semi-supervision We perform experiments to evalu- 611

ate the effectiveness of the proposed dual consistency regu- 612

larisation paradigm in semi-supervised learning and the pro- 613

posed differentiable vCDR estimation module in a weakly- 614

supervised manner. The results are shown in TBALE V. 615
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Specifically, we evaluate the region-wise consistency loss,616

the boundary-wise consistency loss, and the vCDR estimation617

loss, respectively. We represent our model that is trained with618

only 5 % SEG training data as Ours (Label-only). Firstly,619

we retain the same model structure and eliminate the vCDR620

estimation loss to focus on the dual consistency regularisation621

losses (w/ Both). Following that, we remove the region-wise622

unsupervised loss (w/o LRu ), boundary-wise unsupervised623

loss (w/o LBu ) respectively. Secondly, we remove both of624

the consistency losses and only apply the weakly-supervised625

vCDR estimation loss (w/ LvCDR). Then we add the other two626

unsupervised consistency losses individually (w/ LBu+LvCDR627

and w/ LRu+LvCDR) to see if the performance are boosted.628

Tab. V demonstrates that the proposed unsupervised dual629

consistency losses and weakly supervised loss can improve630

the model by 6.6 % and 6.5 % mean Dice for segmentation.631

Particularly, the boundary-wise unsupervised loss can increase632

the model by 6.2 % BIoU, which leads to a better boundary633

segmentation quality. The weakly supervised loss can bring634

a large improvement of 82.8 % MAE of vCDR estimation,635

which is the ultimate goal for OD & OC segmentation task636

w.r.t clinic application.637

Data Utilisation Efficiency In this section, we show more638

ablation study results on the data utilisation efficiency. In639

detail, we examine the performance of cutting-edge semi-640

supervised methods UAMT [24], DTCNet [20] and Ours641

(Semi) with different ratio of labeled and unlabeled images.642

We evaluate the segmentation performance on the SEG test643

dataset with Dice and the vCDR estimation performance on644

the UKBB test dataset with Corr, respectively. As for the645

labeled images, we vary the ratio of labeled segmentation646

images from 5 % to 100 % (out of 1315 SEG training data)647

while fixing the number of unlabeled images to be 38421648

(100 % UKBB training data). The performance are shown in649

the top of Fig. 5 for the averaged OD & OC segmentation650

performance and vCDR estimation, respectively. It shows651

Ours (Semi) achieves consistent superior performance over652

the UAMT [24], DTCNet [20] on both tasks under different653

labeled data utilisations. Primarily when less labeled data is654

used, Ours (Semi) suppresses the other two methods by a large655

margin. On the other hand, for unlabeled images, we vary the656

ratio of unlabeled segmentation images from 5 % to 100 %657

(out of 38421 UKBB training data) while fixing the number658

of labeled images to be 73 (5 % SEG training data). The659

performance are shown in the bottom of Fig. 5 for the averaged660

OD & OC segmentation performance and vCDR estimation,661

respectively. It shows Ours (Semi) achieves consistent superior662

performance over the UAMT [24], DTCNet [20] on both tasks663

under different unlabeled data utilisations, which indicates that664

our method effectively utilises the unlabeled data. When more665

unlabeled data is used, Ours (Semi) significantly outperforms666

the other two methods by a large margin.667

B. Limitation and Future Work668

Limitations. We design a weakly/semi-supervised learning669

paradigm specifically for the task of OD & OC segmentation670

and achieve promising results. The designed dual consistency671
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Fig. 5. The mean OD & OC segmentation performance of our semi-
supervised approach with different ratio of labeled data. The perfor-
mance is reported with Dice and Corr.

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDY ON DIFFERENT GRAPH CONVOLUTIONS. THE

PERFORMANCE IS REPORTED AS Dice (%), BIoU (%), MAE AND Corr
ON THE TWO TEST DATASETS. THE BEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN

BOLD.

Methods
SEG (OC) SEG (OD) UKBB (vCDR)

Dice BIoU Dice BIoU MAE Corr
(%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ ↓ ↑

Classic GCN [50] 85.9 80.4 95.7 85.9 0.149 0.323
w/ Channel 86.8 82.8 95.8 86.8 0.121 0.349
w/ Spatial 87.1 83.0 96.0 87.1 0.109 0.407
w/ Both 87.6 83.4 96.6 87.8 0.108 0.411

w/ SGR [42] 87.2 83.6 96.5 87.7 0.105 0.430
w/ DualGCN [43] 87.5 83.7 96.6 88.1 0.104 0.427

w/ GloRe [44] 87.4 83.6 96.7 88.4 0.106 0.429
Ours (Semi) 88.2 84.1 97.6 89.9 0.097 0.463

regularisation mechanism can be widely applied to other 672

semi-supervised medical image segmentation tasks, such as 673

endoscopy polyps, ultrasound fetal head segmentation, etc.. 674

However, it may not work as well for highly complex objects, 675

such as curvilinear structures like vessels [?], [63], [64]. The 676

primary reason for this is that vessels’ region and boundary 677

areas can be challenging to distinguish due to their complex 678

topology and tortuosity. Thus, an inevitable perturbation will 679

be included in the marginal and regional consistency regular- 680

isation, thus harming the semi-supervised performance. 681

Future works. Our proposed dual consistency regularisation 682

mechanism could also be extended to tackle 3D image-based 683

segmentation tasks. In 3D settings, we can regard the B-ROI 684

as a surface region of interest and the PM as voxels prediction 685

maps. Thus, the regional and marginal consistency will benefit 686

the model from many unlabeled 3D images. 687

C. Conclusion 688

We propose a novel graph-based weakly/semi-supervised 689

segmentation framework. The geometric associations between 690
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TABLE V
ABLATION STUDY ON WEAKLY/SEMI-SUPERVISIONS. THE

PERFORMANCE IS REPORTED AS Dice (%), BIoU (%), MAE AND Corr
ON THE TWO TEST DATASETS. THE BEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN

BOLD.

Methods
SEG (OC) SEG (OD) UKBB (vCDR)

Dice BIoU Dice BIoU MAE Corr
(%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ (%)↑ ↓ ↑

w/o LRu 86.1 80.9 96.3 86.9 0.146 0.326
w/o LBu 86.5 81.7 96.5 87.4 0.131 0.345
w/ Both 86.8 82.6 96.8 88.4 0.123 0.348

w/ LvCDR 87.1 82.9 96.7 88.8 0.108 0.415
w/ LBu+LvCDR 87.3 83.3 96.9 88.9 0.106 0.434
w/ LRu+LvCDR 87.4 83.2 97.1 89.1 0.102 0.443
Ours (Label-only) 80.5 70.7 91.6 75.8 0.628 0.118

Ours (Semi) 88.2 84.1 97.6 89.9 0.097 0.463

the pixel-wise probability map features, modified signed dis-691

tance function representations and object boundary character-692

istics are exploited in the proposed dual graph model, semi-693

supervised consistency regularisations, and weakly-supervised694

guidance. Our experiments have demonstrated that the pro-695

posed model can effectively leverage semantic region features696

and spatial boundary features for segmentation of optic disc &697

optic cup and vCDR estimation for glaucoma assessment from698

retinal images. We believe our proposed method can be easily699

extended to explore geometric associations between more700

feature representations, such as regions, surfaces, boundaries,701

and landmarks in different medical image segmentation tasks.702
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